Solving the Unique Challenges Facing Competitive A&D Companies

Complex global supply chains, aggressive delivery cycles, strict industry compliance and a highly cyclical, lengthy sales process are a few of the many challenges that aerospace and defense manufacturers face on a daily basis. IQMS helps A&D companies avoid the turbulence with industry-specific manufacturing ERP & MES software that keeps you flexible and lean.

Fulfilling AS9100 Rev D Requirements

IQMS understands that the quality management standards for the aerospace and defense industries are more complex and stringent than others. To help maintain AS9100 compliance and avoid increased audit frequency, manufacturers’ systems must include strong traceability capabilities, document controls and record storage.

The EnterpriseIQ Quality Management System is a powerful, embedded solution that handles compliance with the additional requirements for product safety and reliability so you can rest easy. With state-of-the-art product monitoring and measurement, purchasing control over your supply chain, secure document control and visibility across the life of your products, IQMS helps you meet the unique regulatory requirements specific to your industry.

From PPAP/APQP to Gage R&R and FMEA to SPC and PLM, your aerospace and defense quality issues are covered comprehensively.

The Sky’s the Limit

IQMS offers manufacturing ERP & MES solutions to meet aerospace and defense industry cost challenges and satisfy regulatory requirements so you can grow and succeed with:

- A comprehensive system that offers an extended single source for all your data, from production through distribution and beyond.
- Detailed MRP and demand planning, including forecasting and part cost analysis, to help you better manage your global supply chain while still maintaining lean practices.
- Powerful and flexible scheduling tools designed to handle your specific manufacturing processes and materials.
- A complete quality management and document control system with unparalleled real-time data throughout the entire system for enterprise-wide visibility and accountability.
- Extensive supplier management features for open communication with suppliers through tools like personal 24/7 web portals and two-way EDI/eCommerce exchange.